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May Day: A Celebration of Hope and Life
By Julia White

May 28 marked Mercy’s 2021 May Day celebration. The tradition brings an end to a school 
year like no other. Despite challenges, Mercy seniors were able to come together to enjoy May 
Day as a class. While other students had to experience the event online, May Day is a time of 
hope and an opportunity for those students to look to the future when they will be back in the 
grotto too. As hard as this year has been it has been full of lessons and newfound appreciation 
for students’ time at Mercy. Events like May Day, Junior Ring Ceremony, as well as Prom and 
Ball, all had to be postponed or cancelled in the 2019-2020 school year. The ability for students to 
come together at year’s end to participate in a vital Mercy tradition is something wonderful that 
we are all seeking to have more of.

Throughout the year teachers and students have learned to operate Google Meets, practiced 
flexibility and transition, and endured as one Mercy family. As in everything new, mistakes are 
inevitable and change is difficult, but Mercy students have risen to each challenge and made the 
best of this school year. Mercy has tackled new methods of learning and grown to understand all 

the joys that come with being together as a school 
community.

Hopefully, life at Mercy will eventually return 
to normal, and when it does, the community must 
work to pass on the realization of how lovely and 
important time together is. May Day celebrates the 
crowning of Mary. For Mercy, it also celebrates 
the love within our community, even in the face of 
turmoil. Mercy students and faculty can look back 
on the day as a wonderful reminder of the best part 
of Mercy: the spirit we all share with each other. 
An amazing May Day passes, and we look forward 
to many more to come. 

Left: Mercy’s May Queen, Christine Seeger, delivers her reflection at the May Day Mass and cere-
mony on May 28
Center and right: Seeger crowns the statue of Mary
Bottom left: Mercy’s 2021 May Court, composed of juniors and seniors nominated by their class-
mates, pose for a picture prior to 
the ceremony.
Bottom right: The grotto
Photos couresty of Grace Kurzweil.

The Mercy community has experienced a multitude of changes over the past few months 
thanks to the adjustments made by the CDC and New York State’s government in terms of coro-
navirus restrictions. More and more vaccine appointments have become available, and the Pfizer 
option has even become available for those above the age of twelve! Mercy has followed suit, 
continuing to adapt as these changes occur in order to allow the Mercy community to return to 
some form of normalcy. 

In early May, Mercy’s cohorts switched once again to allow for more students in the building 
while continuing adherence to CDC and NYS guidelines. All high schoolers were welcomed back 
to Mercy Blossom for four days a week. Plexiglass covers were affixed to the front of desks to 
allow for a higher capacity in each classroom. Additionally, stairways were regulated to reduce 
contact between grade levels and cohorts. Underclassmen were grouped and assigned the end 
staircase near the main office along with the middle school central staircase. For extra safety, 

bathrooms were also sectioned off for particular grade levels. 
As the weather in Rochester moved away from cold temperatures, seniors enjoyed lunch 

outside! Other grades have also spent their advisory periods in the courtyard or near the grotto 
for a refreshing mask break with proper distancing. Outdoor classes began as AP exams came to 
a close. The combination of reopening processes and spring weather had the Mercy community 
rejoicing!

Finally, some regulations have allowed events such as the Junior Ring Ceremony, the annual 
awards ceremony, prom, and ball to accommodate an increase in attendance. The Junior Ring and 
awards ceremonies occurred with either one or two guests per student. Again, all of these changes 
are bringing the Mercy community together and back to celebrating long-cherished traditions. 

Updates on the High School Cohort System
By Emma Raymond
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Motto Highlight: 
Protecting Biodiversity 
in the Bahamas
By Izzi Sistek

Motto Highlight: 
Decreasing Plastic 
Waste
By Savannah Domenech

For her Motto project, senior Savannah Domenech chose to clean up different parks, 
trails, and parking lots in the local community. Her clean up time totaled almost eighteen 
hours, and she collected over 150 pounds of trash. This trash included everything from de-
odorant to food wrappers to nasal spray to alcohol, soda, and water bottles. Her more notable 
finds included brand new Nike high-tops, a petrified lifejacket, and a fully intact yellow 
squash! She was first motivated to do various clean-ups when she visited Turning Point Park. 
When she visited the park, she saw little turtles dwelling near plastic bottles and wrappers, 
which was frustrating, so she wanted to clean up this park. Unfortunately, due to the nature 
of the park (it’s a giant pedestrian bridge over part of the Irondequoit Bay), it wasn’t open for 
clean-up, so instead she resolved to clean up other areas instead.

However, cleaning up parks is only addressing a symptom, not a root issue. People need 
to develop the habit of disposing of items properly, but before that, they need to consider 
what they are consuming and strive to buy items made with materials other than the prevalent 
plastics.

As a result, Savannah decided to host a presentation on single-use plastics because, during 
her clean-ups, the vast majority of what she found were single-use items. The presentation 
was on November 18, and she discussed what single-use plastics are and their usage, the 
major materials used to make them, environmental justice surrounding plastic production, 
and how plastic waste in general is managed from landfilling to incinerating to recycling. 
Many people do not know much about single-use plastics or never gave them much thought, 
and the goal of her presentation was to inform people and hopefully inspire them to make 
changes to their lifestyle. She hopes that education will encourage others to consider their 
choices with respect to the environment.

Last summer, pre-COVID, Izzi Sistek was admitted to an environmental science school that teach-
es sustainability and leadership development located in Eleuthera, Bahamas. It’s called The Island 
School, and she felt so privileged to be able to move her admission to this coming summer! Last year 
after she had been admitted, her friend’s mom came up to her with a printed article describing plans 
that Disney had to build a resort on top of Lighthouse Point, which is a location on the Island of Eleu-
thera. Lighthouse Point happens to be somewhere The Island School sends students on a 24-hour solo 
to reflect on their time in Eleuthera, and it’s known to be a very spiritual place because of its pristine 
beauty, untouched by humans. When Sistek read the article, she was disturbed that Disney would plan 
to build a resort here, so she decided to research its impacts for her morality project as a junior.

At first, when she looked at Disney’s website, they seemed to have a sustainable plan that cele-
brated Bahamian culture and is good for the economy. However, upon further research, the opposite 
is the case. If the resort is built, due to coral bleaching and the stir-up of sediment from boat traffic, 
eventually there would be no marine ecosystem left. Lighthouse Point’s waters have one of the 
most biodiverse coral reefs in the world, so not only would it be tragic to see this marine habitat 
demolished; it would also increase the coast’s vulnerability to storms and erosion in a region where 
effects of climate change can already be seen on a massive scale. We would also see the migration, 
endangerment, and death of native marine organisms. Other effects include human waste entering the 
ocean (plastics), air pollution, and extreme oil pollution. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
estimates that one ship at sea emits the same sulfur oxide pollution per day as 13 million cars, and 
Disney plans to have the day trip hub utilize 4 to 5 boats per day, in addition to more boats that will 
transport resources from the mainland.

For her Motto project, Sistek hosted a virtual 5k walk/run and set up a GoFundMe to a grassroots 
organization fighting Disney’s plan called Last Chance for Lighthouse Point. Thanks to everyone’s 
support, she raised over $1300 for them. They will use this funding to continue to fight Disney, their 
main goal is to force them to move their project to another already degraded location or terminate 
it completely. They are currently making headway because the legality of the proposal is fishy, 
considering that Lighthouse Point was formally declared a Marine Protected Area by the Bahamian 
government.

Sistek hopes that her action story will inspire you to take action in your own community in any 
way possible to help stop environmental degradation. As a society, we have created a narrative where 
we assume rehabilitation is not possible, and we say to ourselves, “I can’t do it myself, so why try?” 
You’re right; you can’t, but all we can do is our best. By doing our best, we can inspire others to 
do so as well. It is not just our generation’s job to clean up this mess; it is all of our jobs. As Greta 
Thunberg said, “I want you to act as if your house is on fire, because it is.” You are never too small to 
make a difference.

If you would like to help this cause (because we can still stop Disney), go to www.stopdisney.
com to sign the petition, donate, post on social media, and most importantly spread the news to your 
friends and family! The more people we have involved, the better!

Left: Izzi Sistek’s Motto project supporting the “Last Chance for Lighthouse Point” initiative. Photo 
courtesy of Sistek’s GoFundMe page.

By Lola DeAscentiis

Power Plants and the Environment
From the hurricanes in Florida to the snowstorms in Texas to the wildfires in California, it 

should come as no surprise that the climate has been changing more rapidly than ever over the 
past decade, creating a looming catastrophe around the world. Here in upstate New York, climate 
change tends to feel less threatening because its effects aren’t necessarily seen every day. How-
ever, just like most other states, New York’s environmental policy (or lack thereof) is actually 
contributing directly to the problem. 

This past year, the New York State Senate and Assembly have been working through whether 
or not to approve the creation of the Danskammer fracked gas power plant. This power plant, lo-
cated along the Hudson River in Newburgh, NY, would run year round on fracked gas, replacing 
the current power plant that runs for only a few days each year. Unfortunately, if this plan were 
to be approved, the consequences for the environment would be catastrophic for the upstate New 
York region and, to some extent, the rest of the world.

A power plant is a facility that creates electricity for a given region by using a primary energy 
source. While there are a variety of sources that can be used to generate electricity, fracked gas 
power plants rely on sources that are often nonrenewable and have the power to seriously harm 

our environment. This is because the burning of fossil fuels leads to increased greenhouse gas 
emissions, which in turn increase the steadily rising global temperature. As mentioned previous-
ly, this results in extreme weather patterns, and increase in destructive hurricanes, droughts, and 
higher energy costs. Unfortunately, the air pollution associated with greenhouse gas emissions has 
recently been shown to even be responsible for 1 in 5 deaths worldwide. Plus, the fracking neces-
sary to obtain these gases contaminates groundwater and wells, leaving families without access to 
clean water, leading to cancer and other harmful health side effects. Unsurprisingly, this issue has 
disproportionately affected families of color in recent years.

For these reasons, the federal government released a plan this Earth Day, April 22, to get the 
United States to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030. Many climate activists view the 
potential approval of the Danskammer fracked gas plant neglectful and disregarding to the overall 
welfare of upstate NY communities and the future generations that will inhabit this planet. While 
there may be short term economic benefits that will come from this plant, its harmful effects will 
end up costing the state billions of dollars  in disaster relief  funds, emergency medical benefits, 
and toxic waste cleanups. 

Mercy Middle School Partakes in Virtual 
Wednesday Events
By Laura Kosten

The Mercy Middle School has had many exciting virtual events lately!  Some of these events include a visit from Breathing Room author, Marsha Hayles, and a virtual tour of the Memorial Art 
Gallery. During the visit from Marsha Hayles, she spoke about the process she used in writing Breathing Room. A historical fiction novel, Breathing Room is about a girl who has to go to a sanatorium 
because she has tuberculosis. Because Breathing Room is a historical fiction novel, Hayles had to spend years researching sanatoriums, tuberculosis, and other aspects of the time period just to be sure 
that her novel would have the correct information. She also traveled the country visiting old sanatoriums, various museums, and libraries so that she could gather different information from these plac-
es and then put it all together. After years of researching and traveling, Hayles finally had enough information and research to begin writing her novel. It took her many different tries to produce a book 
that would captivate her readers. She often had to change some details about the characters or the setting to keep the story going. One major change she made to create more of an interesting story was 
to change the main character’s sibling to be her twin instead of just a sibling. This further changed the plot of the story and made it easier for Hayles to branch off into more topics.  

Another event in the Mercy Middle School was a virtual tour of the Memorial Art Gallery. In this visit, Jane Colangelo, a knowledgeable docent at the Memorial Art Gallery, showed different 
pieces of art that reflected on the theme “Valiant Women Artists.” This theme was chosen in honor of Women’s History Month. The tour showed pieces of art made by women throughout history and 
showed comparisons of portraits between female and male artists. These portraits were equally well done, but Colangelo showed that women did not get the same recognition as men in their artwork. 
It is due to this lack of recognition that most of the famous artists known today are men even though there were many female artists that were just as or even more skilled than the male artists. Another 
piece of art that Colangelo showed the Mercy Middle School was “Swing Low.’’ This sculpture (the original by Alison Saar is in New York City, but a smaller version is at the Memorial Art Gallery) 
shows Harriet Tubman marching with a powerful-looking stride. This is to symbolize Tubman as someone of great strength.  This piece seemed to capture many students’ attention, possibly because it 
shows how great determination can get you to many places. This tour gave the Mercy Middle School students a new perspective on the artwork they know today and who made it. These are just a few 
of the exciting virtual events that the Mercy Middle School has held this school year!
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By Emma Raymond

The Mercy community has always been and will always be proud to give students an oppor-
tunity to display their many talents. In terms of talents, Mercy is well-known for academic and 
athletic excellence, but such accomplishment in the fine arts is no exception. Mercy 
holds dear many hallowed traditions, whether spiritual or ceremonial, but Arts Fest is 
unique in that it is to celebrate the creative ability and achievement of the students. Typ-
ically this event takes place in person, but even amid the COVID pandemic the Mercy 
Arts department didn’t skip a beat! Arts Fest was put on in 2020, and the 2021 event 
continued with slightly more interaction with students in person. To do this, collaboration 
between Mrs. Gizzi, Mrs. Marron, Mrs. Camacho, Mrs. O’K, Ms. Dahlberg, and Mr. G 
was ongoing for weeks. These teachers had been tirelessly working to put together an or-
ganized, enriching day for the entire student body and on behalf of Mercy students, thank 
you. Virtual performances and workshops were put together so that students could access 

them on the Arts Fest Google 
Classroom. Seniors were able 
to experience this day in person 
on the Mercy campus, and the 
remainder of the students look 
forward to doing the same in the 
future. 

May 1 marked the 2021 National College Decision Day, a day where seniors across the 
country interested in pursuing a college degree officially enroll in a college or university. It is a 
momentous decision to make—after months of essays, applications, scholarship submissions, 
interviews, webinars, tours, and more, the time comes for seniors to select a school. For some, 
this may be easy. Because early decision and early action acceptances were released between De-
cember and February, many students already had an idea of a school they wanted to attend. Other 
students submitted regular decision applications, hearing back from schools in mid-late March. 
Rolling admission at several schools also allows students to take more time into the late spring 
and summer months to determine where their interests lie after high school. Alternatively, some 
students will be taking a gap year in the fall before pursuing their future plans.

Given the various admissions deadlines and application tracks as well as pandemic circum-
stances during the 2020-2021 school year, many admissions decisions were released to prospec-
tive students later than in past years. For example, the 2021 Ivy Day was April 6, while Ivy Day 

2020 was March 26. Admitted students were also permitted about two extra days to submit their 
deposits and enrollment to Ivy schools this year. Other schools, however, maintained their mid-
March release dates and May 1 decision day. Therefore, it was key for seniors to stay vigilant 
regarding college deadlines, scholarship opportunities, and scheduling time to get to know the 
campus and professors at the institution they are interested in attending.

Mercy celebrated Decision Day on May 6 this year. On this day, seniors enjoyed taking a 
break from studying for APs to celebrate their accomplishments and those of their senior sisters. 
Special activities of the day included viewing the senior decision day video, enjoying Kona Ice, 
and taking pictures outside on the field as a class.

The Mercy class of 2021 has demonstrated extraordinary resilience in the face of new chal-
lenges, persistence through the pandemic, and a great love for each other and their teachers. Best 
of luck in all your future endeavors, seniors, and may you always carry Mercy with you!

 

Decision Day Sends Off Class of 2021
By Grace Kurzweil

Top left: Senior Amelia Goff 
playing the banjo, Top Right: Senior 
Samantha Geraci-Zicari dancing, 
Bottom right: Paige McKenna play-
ing guitar and singing.
Photos courtesy of Mr. Carro.Middle School students partake in Arts Fest activities. 

Photo courtesy of Mr. Carro.

Photos courtesy of Mr. 
Carro.



Senior Motto Day

For Mercy seniors, the most dreaded date of the year is often an inconspicuous Wednesday morning in April. Outside, birds are returning and the grass is covered in a fine layer of dew which mag-
nifies the early sunlight. The building, which would otherwise be empty, teems with young women in their finest business casual flipping anxiously through cue cards and reciting statistics under their 
breath. 

For most, Motto Day is the cumulation of a year’s worth of planning, research, volunteering, and service actions. The Motto project is an undeniably important part of the Mercy experience. 
Students are given the opportunity to find something that matters to them, an issue they deeply believe in. Then, on their own, they develop a way to become involved in that social issue, contributing 
in some way to bring awareness or be part of the solution. In either volunteering or forming an action project, our students are becoming involved with causes ranging from civil political discussion to 
female homelessness. The leadership skills gained during this process are invaluable and often inspire students to continue helping others beyond their project. All seniors, after May, see that they can 
make a real difference in the community. 

All of this hard work culminates in one fifteen-minute presentation in front of a panel of teachers, alumnae, and juniors. With a smile at the ready, each senior presents a slideshow of their work 
from their initial inspiration to the lasting emotional take-away from their experiences. As the panelists look on, each senior explains in detail about their cause and how they’ve made a positive 
impact on the community. While public speaking can be nerve-wracking, this day is a gratifying opportunity to share a year’s worth of passion and work with others. It’s a moment to celebrate not just 
one project, but a lifetime of growing into leadership and independence, traits we emphasize at Mercy. While at times exhausting, Motto Day is, ultimately, a time to acknowledge and celebrate the 
accomplishments of our seniors. 

By Mackenzie Yaddaw
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Are you taking an AP course in the 2021-2022 school year? Did you take an AP exam this year and are looking for ways to polish up your study habits to improve next year? You’re in luck—The 
Quill staff has some tips for you! Below are ten pointers for how to study efficiently, be mindful of your wellness, and perform to the best of your ability on any AP exam. Happy studying!

1. Start to explore various resources early on in the school year during test preparation or independent studying.
This will help you to know your style of studying and your preferred resources so that you can focus your energy on these activities as you get closer to the exam.

2. As you study, write down any questions you have and discuss them with your teacher or a study group. 
Oftentimes, teaching someone else the material or talking through practice questions and concepts with classmates and teachers is beneficial for sorting out the material in your head. Who knows--

maybe someone in your study group will have a way of remembering material that you’ve never considered before but is helpful for your learning style! Collaboration is key!

3. Take study breaks.
First and foremost, use class time wisely. It’s tempting to procrastinate (especially when there’s weeks or even months left before the exam), but being efficient in your studying makes that study 

breaks feel well-deserved, not anxiety-inducing. Ease yourself into this habit.

4. Make timelines, graphic organizers, diagrams, acronyms, and more so that memorization is a breeze!
Read your notes and study materials out loud. Try your hand at “actively” studying (that is, studying while taking notes with pen and paper) instead of “passively” studying (reading over your 

notes and hoping that you’ll remember them). This goes hand in hand with tip #2, as the more time you spend with the material and actively working with it, the better prepared you will be to apply 
concepts from that material to the exam.

5. Keep the big picture in mind for each course and unit.
Knowing details and having evidence is certainly important, but having a good grasp of themes and the greater significance of those details is equally important. Try grouping evidence into themat-

ic groups as you study throughout the year. Then, when it comes time to review for the exam, pull out all of your notes with your evidence already grouped under “big picture” topics!

6. Use past tests and homework problems as a resource.
Not only do these materials show you areas where you need to devote more time studying, past tests and homework worksheets are also great resources because they already have an answer key 

(made by your own hand)! 

7. Take practice tests (and time yourself)!
AP exam formats are available for you to preview online at your leisure. Be sure to take a look at the exam format prior to the day of the exam so that you can skip reading generic instructions 

and maximize your time spent on the questions themselves. Timing yourself as you complete practice exams will reinforce the exam format and also reveal material that you need to spend more time 
reviewing in order to spend less time on it during the exam.

8. Get a good night’s sleep.
Sleep is just as important as studying. Before you go to bed, make a quick to-do list of the things you want to remember the next morning or study more. This way, the list will be there in the morn-

ing and you won’t have to lose sleep worrying over remembering everything on it.

9. If you don’t know something, take an educated guess.
The AP exams do not penalize you for incorrect answers, so be sure to at least choose an option for each multiple choice question. If you have enough time, try to narrow down the options for each 

question to two and select from those. Furthermore, practicing FRQ questions (both short answer and essay) with a timer prior to the day of the exam will help you to manage your time wisely so that 
you have enough time to spare to form an educated guess if necessary.

10. Have confidence in yourself!
You can do this! Your friends, classmates, and teachers all have your back. Remember: AP exams are important, but they don’t define you. What defines you is how you apply what you’ve learned 

from them. Trust yourself, study hard, and have fun!

10 Tips For Studying in an 
AP Course and Preparing for Exams
By Grace Kurzweil

The 2021 
Senior Ball
By Isabela Mulcahy

Each year on the evening of May Day, as seniors prepare to depart from 
their “beloved alma mater,” they celebrate with senior ball. This time-hon-
ored tradition is a favorite of Mercy seniors and one which many look 
forward to, especially the class of 2021. Impacted greatly by the pandemic, 
this year’s seniors were unable to participate in another favorite tradition of 
prom on the night of the Junior Ring Ceremony. For this reason, most looked 
towards the spring of their senior year, hoping that the pandemic would not 
prevent their ball as well as their prom. 

As regulations and protocols continuously changed over the course of the 
past eight months, the senior class moderators and the senior class officers 
continuously worked to stay up to date with and adapt to state guidelines. Plans changed again, however, on May 
7, but this time the change was greatly appreciated and much anticipated. Due to capacity limitations on venues 
and gatherings, the seniors were initially told that they would be unable to invite a date to their ball. Happily, with 
increasing vaccination rates and decreasing infection rates, guidelines have changed and venues can now host more 
guests. For the seniors this meant that they could invite a date if they wished. In order to keep everyone safe, all 
attendees were required to show proof of either a recent negative COVID test or a full vaccination as they entered 
the venue, Woodcliff Hotel and Spa. 

As this incredibly difficult year draws to a close, both students and administrators are so pleased that seniors 
were able to enjoy a ball that was both safe and less restricted. As Dr. Kilbridge and Mrs. Baker said in their an-
nouncement about the increased capacity at Senior Ball, “we are so happy for our girls.”

Seniors pose for pictures together at Mercy’s Senior Ball at Wood-
cliff Hotel and Spa.
Left photo courtesy of Michaela Monile.
Bbottom photo courtesy of Tricia Dini.
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Message to a Monarch

On May 21, 2020 Mercy’s junior class embarked on a new journey in their Mercy careers. In On May 21, 2020 Mercy’s junior class embarked on a new journey in their Mercy careers. In 
the morning, they joined the many Mercy girls before them and received their Mercy ring! The the morning, they joined the many Mercy girls before them and received their Mercy ring! The 
short prayer service brought the class of 2022 together and reminded them of the legacy they short prayer service brought the class of 2022 together and reminded them of the legacy they 
will carry as a Mercy alumnae. Although parents and loved ones were not permitted attendance will carry as a Mercy alumnae. Although parents and loved ones were not permitted attendance 
in the auditorium, they eagerly watched the ceremony through a virtual livestream. As the year in the auditorium, they eagerly watched the ceremony through a virtual livestream. As the year 
progresses, the Mercy community is able to celebrate more and more traditions that were tenderly progresses, the Mercy community is able to celebrate more and more traditions that were tenderly 
missed last year. This exciting morning for Juniors was no such exception, and it was just a start missed last year. This exciting morning for Juniors was no such exception, and it was just a start 
to their exciting day!to their exciting day!

Junior Prom was held this year at Woodcliff Hotel and Spa’s Outdoor Events Center from Junior Prom was held this year at Woodcliff Hotel and Spa’s Outdoor Events Center from 
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm. Proof of vaccination or a negative test were required before entry, but other 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm. Proof of vaccination or a negative test were required before entry, but other 

regulations were lifted regulations were lifted 
to allow Juniors to have to allow Juniors to have 
a more normal expe-a more normal expe-
rience. Each student rience. Each student 

was permitted to bring a guest, provided they follow the same health regulations, dress code, and was permitted to bring a guest, provided they follow the same health regulations, dress code, and 
Mercy rules. Instead of a dinner, as initially planned, a dessert table was provided by the event Mercy rules. Instead of a dinner, as initially planned, a dessert table was provided by the event 
center. The sweet treats were like a cherry to top off the night! The night was filled with fun, and center. The sweet treats were like a cherry to top off the night! The night was filled with fun, and 
it reminded students of the events that have been greatly missed. The last time students were able it reminded students of the events that have been greatly missed. The last time students were able 
to attend something similar was Winter Formal in February of 2020. to attend something similar was Winter Formal in February of 2020. 

Dear Monarch:Dear Monarch:
School is just about over now and I’m really excited about it. I’m glad I won’t have to worry about my schoolwork, and I’m also wondering what I should be doing during the summer and if I will School is just about over now and I’m really excited about it. I’m glad I won’t have to worry about my schoolwork, and I’m also wondering what I should be doing during the summer and if I will 

have time for any fun activities. In the back of my head I’m very nervous about preparing for next year. What should I be doing to look for colleges at this point? Am I behind and how can I enjoy have time for any fun activities. In the back of my head I’m very nervous about preparing for next year. What should I be doing to look for colleges at this point? Am I behind and how can I enjoy 
summer with all of these stresses that I need to deal with?summer with all of these stresses that I need to deal with?

I feel like I’m stuck between either procrastinating or being bored all the time. I don’t want to be crazy busy next year, and I also don’t want to give up the time I have now. Sometimes when I I feel like I’m stuck between either procrastinating or being bored all the time. I don’t want to be crazy busy next year, and I also don’t want to give up the time I have now. Sometimes when I 
don’t have school I start to feel really unmotivated, and don’t get anything done.don’t have school I start to feel really unmotivated, and don’t get anything done.

I’ve already started to worry about all of these things, and I know I can’t ignore it forever. Do you have advice to help me be productive while getting to experience all the typical fun stuff I do I’ve already started to worry about all of these things, and I know I can’t ignore it forever. Do you have advice to help me be productive while getting to experience all the typical fun stuff I do 
during the summer?during the summer?

  
Sincerely,Sincerely,
Nervous StudentNervous Student
  
Dear Nervous,Dear Nervous,
I’m sorry you’re already worrying about this! Even when we’re supposed to be having fun sometimes work is the only thing on our minds. Honestly, there are a ton of different strategies to take I’m sorry you’re already worrying about this! Even when we’re supposed to be having fun sometimes work is the only thing on our minds. Honestly, there are a ton of different strategies to take 

when planning out your summer, and it depends on what works for you. What I would recommend is making a plan by the month to know what you want to get done when. It doesn’t have to be super when planning out your summer, and it depends on what works for you. What I would recommend is making a plan by the month to know what you want to get done when. It doesn’t have to be super 
detailed, just a general idea of what needs to get accomplished.detailed, just a general idea of what needs to get accomplished.

I know making a schedule doesn’t work for everyone. It is true that if you don’t balance out your work during the summer, you could be more stressed when the year starts. If you’re okay with I know making a schedule doesn’t work for everyone. It is true that if you don’t balance out your work during the summer, you could be more stressed when the year starts. If you’re okay with 
that, then that’s fine. You can also do the opposite, and get a lot of work done in the summer and then have a less stressful start to the new year. Any of these options might work depending on who that, then that’s fine. You can also do the opposite, and get a lot of work done in the summer and then have a less stressful start to the new year. Any of these options might work depending on who 
you are. That said, I would advise you to pick what you’re going to do early on so that you aren’t just ignoring your problems all together, because that is what causes stress and it will keep you from you are. That said, I would advise you to pick what you’re going to do early on so that you aren’t just ignoring your problems all together, because that is what causes stress and it will keep you from 
making progress and enjoying things.making progress and enjoying things.

Whatever you do, I think you will have at least some time to yourself. If you figure out what your plan is early, you can spend all the extra opportunities you have doing whatever you’d like! I Whatever you do, I think you will have at least some time to yourself. If you figure out what your plan is early, you can spend all the extra opportunities you have doing whatever you’d like! I 
hope you work it out and can enjoy summer to the fullest, which sometimes means doing a bit of work between fun!hope you work it out and can enjoy summer to the fullest, which sometimes means doing a bit of work between fun!

  
Sincerely,Sincerely,
MonarchMonarch

The 2021 Junior Ring 
Ceremony and Prom
By Emma Raymond

Juniors pose for pictures together at Mercy’s Junior Prom at Woodcliff Hotel and Spa.
Left photo courtesy of Olivia Cross, Middle photo courtesy of Olivia Momot, Right photo courtesy of Emma Gizzi-Schmidt.

(photos cont. from above, Junior 
Ring ceremony) 
Photos courtesy of Mr. Carro.
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By Ally Farnand

Outdoor Track Season 

Despite a shortened season, face masks during gameplay, and the absence of a roaring crowd, 
the Mercy’s volleyball team has won, lost, and most importantly, grown, despite the difficulty of 
the pandemic. 

According to Izzi Sistek, a core senior on the team, this season 
of volleyball faced several challenges in a COVID-run world. In a 
normal year, athletes might train in camps and participate in a 2-3 
week pre-season in August to maximize their volleyball playing skills 
and stay in shape. The team would play throughout September and 
October and be finished with the season in November. However, the 
pandemic forced volleyball from fall sport to a spring one. What does 
this mean for the team? Tryouts occurred in early March instead of 
at the beginning of the school year to commence the season in April. 
Sistek remarks how difficult it was to jump back into volleyball 
after having not played it continuously, a struggle that many other 
teammates faced as they began the season. She also mentions how the 

mask requirements added another challenge, as they made breathing difficult during play. Games 
themselves were even more abnormal in a pandemic, as the usual roaring crowd was reduced to a 

handful of supporters. Sistek states how “weird [it was] to not be on 
the court surrounded by the energy of the audience,” as each team-
mate could only bring two spectators to watch the game.

Although this last season was probably not what everyone imag-
ined, the perseverance and hard work that Fuse (Mercy’s volleyball 
team) displayed are irreplaceable. The loss to Victor in the sectional 
semifinals, although disappointing, will not stop the Mercy Monarchs 
from making a victorious comeback next season. However, Fuse will 
lose three key seniors this year, who all plan to play D-1 volleyball in 
college. On leaving the team as a senior player, Sistek recounts how 
Fuse feels like a “second family” to her after four years on the team. 
She is confident that her teammates will continue to develop individu-
ally but also as a team. Go Monarchs! 

Volleyball Team Grows Despite COVID

By Grace Kurzweil

This April, Mercy’s track and field team was back to running with renewed energy! Though 
the season was canceled last year due to COVID-19, the team regrouped this spring with several 
new members and shows that it is ready for any hurdle. The season started a few weeks later than 
usual as other fall sports teams that had been moved back on the calendar finished their seasons. 
Though the athletes only had two weeks to practice prior to their first meet, they demonstrated 
that through determination, resilience, and some amazing team spirit, any challenge can be met. 
Additionally, no spectators were permitted to attend Mercy league meets at the beginning of the 
season, but as of May 17 parents will be allowed to watch their daughters compete. The athletes 
look forward to the extra support, and the team had the opportunity to enjoy a senior night at their 
league meet on May 19.

According to freshman Frankie Larry, the pandemic has changed the way athletes can interact 
with each other and contributes an extra layer of precautions to be taken to avoid falling ill and 
missing the season, but overall, the runners are weathering these changes well and are optimistic 
about the remainder of the season. Besides continuing to wear masks while not running, athletes 
are also instructed to wipe off blocks before and after using them. 

With these changes come new challenges, but in the words of junior Sydney LaSalle, “Track 
has taught me that with anything perseverance is key and not backing down from a challenge. 
Track is a place where you can try something new whether that is a longer distance race or a field 
event and if the outcome is a failure you have the support of your coach and team.” Running in 
the 4x100m relay as well as competing in several field events, LaSalle is no stranger to challenges 

and new obstacles. However, she wisely demonstrates that lessons learned on the track or in field 
events can be converted to daily life and being able to adapt in any situation. Senior Megan Allen 
adds that even with COVID-19 restrictions and a greater emphasis on staying safe and healthy 
during the pandemic, “the core of the team hasn’t changed one bit, and if anything we’ve gotten 
even closer. The team is so funny and supportive, they always know how to crack jokes and lift 
spirits while still putting in hard work. The obstacles that COVID-19 presented have only pushed 
us to be better teammates and athletes.”

The Mercy track and field team loves its juniors and seniors and looks forward to competing 
together with them in sectionals, but they agree that the future of the team lies with the under-
classwomen. Oftentimes, Mercy alumnae and former track athletes return to lend a helping hand 
teaching field events and hurdles. This encouragement and dedication demonstrates the bond 
which the track and field team has, as well as the continued responsibility and accountability 
upperclasswomen show in helping new members learn unfamiliar events and polish their skills. 
As Polly Bogdan, a sophomore and versatile runner, reflects on her experiences competing, she 
offers, “track has taught me how to work hard and push myself to my potential! I would tell 
younger runners not to stress out too much about meets. I have struggled with this myself, but all 
you can do is run hard and do your best!”

The Mercy track and field team looks forward to competing in the Section V Class A1 section-
al championship meet on June 10. Best of luck, Monarchs!

Lacrosse 2021
By Katherine Longuil

Kicking off the 2021 Lacrosse season to a great start, the Mercy JV and Varsity Lacrosse Teams started their pre-sea-
son a couple weeks before tryouts on April 19th. The girls got working and not too long after tryouts were held, for the 
second time outside, the season started off with a roar. The first game was a week after tryouts and about 2 games per 
week thereafter. Seniors  Sami Carey, Kristyn Johnson, Meghan Gleason, Megan Lana, Lilly Purpura, Chloe Marshall, 
Caroline Murphy, and Mary Cahn-Hidalgo were honored on Senior night on Saturday the 29th, as they played Fairport. 
The lacrosse team also ran several fundraisers, one for Fairport Hots on Senior Night, and another where raffle tickets 
were sold for restaurant gift cards. All the money raised went to the Mercy Lacrosse Fund to buy new lacrosse goals. The 
Mercy Lacrosse program welcomed a new Modified Coach, Mrs. Herman, as well. To add a special touch to the season, 
Mr. Yandek integrated a new form of team bonding with the Varsity, the 4 H’s. Each “H” stands for a different part of the 
athletes lives, which due to the specialness of this new practice, are being kept under wraps for the confidentiality of the 
girls. This created a new sense of unity among all the Varsity players, allowing them to build chemistry both on and off the 
field. The Lacrosse team also had the second year of their Player Packages, where all athletes on the JV and Varsity teams 
got Player Packages. Each package contained Mercy Lacrosse Apparel consisting of shorts, hoodies, scrub pants, and rug-
by polo shirts. The use of these Player Packages allowed all athletes to look like a team in their dress, with each matching  
piece reading, “Mercy Lacrosse.” Although this year has presented many challenges, the Mercy Lacrosse team thrived and 
built strong bonds among themselves. 

“Our coach always 
emphasizes that 

win or lose, the goal 
is to get better.” 

-Izzi Sistek

Mercedes Receives 
NCTE Recognition
By Olivia Storti

Annually, NCTE, or the National Council of Teachers of English, awards literary magazines of 
the highest quality from across the country distinction with the presentation of the REALM First 
Class Rank. To earn this coveted distinction, magazines must earn a score of 93 to 100 points. 
Each magazine is graded on content and quality, rhetoric variety, editing and proofreading, artistic 
quality, and the design of the front cover, credits, and pagination. Magazines which earn REALM 
First Class are said to “fulfilll extraordinary standards of excellence... In such magazines, students 
handle virtually all aspects of writing, production, and business with exceptional skill.” (NCTE).

This year, Mercy’s very own literary magazine, Mercedes, was awarded this high honor. Con-
gratulations to Mrs. Kurzweil, editor and chief Lola DeAscentits and the staff of Mercedes! With 
this award, Mercedes is eligible to be judged at the NCTE National Convention in the Fall. This 
convention will be held in Louisville, Kentucky in November. This award demonstrates the liter-
ary tenacity, meticulous editing, and insatiable work ethic demonstrated by contributing writers, 
and members of the Mercedes staff. Despite COVID-19, Mercedes held weekly meetings, with 
good attendance, and was able to produce a truly phenomenal magazine, bustling with expressive 
writing and moving art, which was truly deserving of this honor. Congratulations again, and good 
luck in the fall! 

2021 NHS Induction
By Olivia Storti

On March 10, at 7:00 pm, current members of the Catherine McAuley chapter of NHS, as well 
as new inductees and their families, gathered in the auditorium to celebrate the induction of new 
members. This ceremony included an introduction from the presidents of NHS, and a series of 
student speeches pertaining to the pillars of NHS: scholarship, which is “a steadfast commitment 
to learning and the persistence and open-mindedness required to succeed in challenging academic 
studies”; leadership which is taking initiative in your community; service, which “is seeking out 
and engaging in meaningful service,” with a calling for “a service mindset, the desire to seek op-
portunities to help others as well as acts of service”; and character, specifically “honesty, respect, 
responsibility, fairness, courtesy, tolerance, and cooperation.” A returning member introduced and 
defined each pillar, followed by a new member giving a short reflection speech on what they have 
learned regarding each pillar through their first year at NHS. Junior Lola DeAscentiis reflected on 
leadership, junior Olivia Storti reflected on Scholarship, junior Jenna Magioncalda gave a reflec-
tion on service, and Rachel Gargan, from the class of 2021, gave a reflection on character. 

Following these brief speeches, each of the new inductees was called to the stage to receive 
their NHS pin, with a short biography being read about each student. These incredible biogra-
phies included leadership positions, such as being captains of JV and Varsity sports here at Mercy, 
impressive scholarly activities such as winning academic awards, character building activities 
such as working for climate protection, and acts of service through Mercy service and commu-
nity service. The McAuley chapter of NHS prides itself on embodying these pillars in earnest, 
treating them as actionable moral virtues. Each inductee who became a part of this sisterhood and 
prestigious community made a promise to carry their commitment to these pillars through their 
time at Mercy, and in life. Congratulations to all inductees! The Mercy community cannot wait to 
see what you accomplish!

The Varsity Lacrosse Team celebrates its seniors. 
Photo courtesy of Sami Carey.
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By Katherine Longuil 

By Lola DeAscentiis and Emma Raymond

Faculty Photos

Calling all fans of the Parisian Heroes Ladybug and Cat Noir! If you didn’t get the news, 
the Miraculous New York special was released. One of a couple more to come, this hour long 
special gives a glimpse into the world of other heroes, these ones being from New York. If 
you didn’t guess it already, Hawkmoth is back and traveling this time, bringing all his akumas 
with him. One a week-long field trip to America, Marinette Dupain-Cheng and Adrien Agreste 
along with their classmates made their way across the pond to celebrate French American uni-
ty. It isn’t long before disaster strikes and emotions are in the air. There are plenty of negative 
emotions to go around in New York City, so Hawkmoth strikes under the blissful assumption 
that Ladybug and Cat Noir are still in Paris. Thanks to some new friends, however, the akuma 
is defeated and everything is put back into place. Mostly. After all, the question of the hour 
is why Hawkmoth is targeting New York City now when all the Miraculous’ he wants are in 
Paris. Or are they? Find out on Disney+. Don’t be sad when you finish it though, because the 
Shanghai Special is next after its release on May 28 on Disney Channel. 

A Burning Book 
Review
By Lola DeAscentiis

For their final book of the year, Mercy’s Bluestockings book club read A Burning by Megha 
Majumdar, a contemporary novel that explores the concepts of heritage, power, and fame in 
Indian society.

Set in present day India, this exhilarating novel tells the story of Jivan, a young and impov-
erished Muslim girl who finds herself in a convoluted situation after a well-meaning Facebook 
post leads many to believe that she is responsible for the recent terrorist attack in a nearby train 
station. This misunderstanding unfortunately lands her in prison, leading to a long and grueling 
process of trying to sort fact from fiction with the weight of media presence and public opinion 
adding to the pressure of the situation. Jivan’s story happens to intersect with the stories of PT 
Sir, her former PE teacher whose rise to power relies heavily on her downfall, and Lovely, a 
young acquaintance of Jivan’s with the alibi needed to set her free. Majumdar artfully switches 
between these three character’s stories throughout the novel to highlight the complexity of the 
situation, telling PT Sir’s story in third person and Jivan and Lovely’s in first person. 

Overall, A Burning is a powerfully electrifying novel with underlying themes that will not 
only make you think, but will find you wanting to become a part of the story as well. You may 
even finish it in one sitting because of the fast-paced nature of Majumdar’s writing! 

The Mercy Bluestockings club really enjoyed reading A Burning this past spring, so if you 
enjoy it too, then Bluestockings might be for you! 

A Miraculous 
Movie Review

OLM Observations
By Julia White

Summer is coming! The smell of sunscreen, sweat, and end of school fever gets more potent every day! The end of the school year can be stressful, and with the stress of exams and mounds of 
extra work, it is difficult to see just how close the end is. Have no fear, when the tests are done you will be able to fulfill all of your beach dreams to your heart’s content! If you can’t actually go 
anywhere….well….watch a beach movie.

It seems like only yesterday we were preparing for snowflakes and freezing cold winds, but all of the opportunities of summer are upon us! You may be wondering what to do with all of this extra 
time you suddenly have. In fact, you might be occupied for hours on end coming up with an activity as opposed to actually doing it. To save you from this terrible fate I offer a multitude of sugges-
tions! Go to the zoo, eat a summer inspired lunch outside, dramatically read a book in a rocking chair, go swimming, or if you don’t have one just sit in a blow up kiddie pool until your neighbors feel 
bad for you and let you in theirs, grow a plant, maybe several plants if you kill the first few. If you hate the sun, that’s a bit depressing, but no judgement! You will still have plenty of time to relax 
inside with some popcorn and a movie.

Have all sorts of strange adventures and in the fall prepare to share them as the cycle repeats itself. Just like the school year, the summer will be over in an instant. So…if you have it…don’t leave 
your summer reading until the last minute. Or do. Who am I to tell you how to procrastinate? Whatever you enjoy, you will have a chance to do it! It was a strange year and a strange previous summer, 
so in everything you do this season, make the most of it!

Have a wonderful summer to everyone! Won’t it be good not to hear from me?

Wonder Woman 1984 is the sequel to the hit movie Wonder Woman which was released in 
2017. Diana Prince lives quietly amongst humans in the vibrant, loud 1980’s era of fun and 
wanting it all. She has come into the full ability of her powers and she has maintained a low 
profile by curating ancient artifacts. Later Diana will have to bring together all her strength 
and wisdom when she battles against Maxwell Lord and the Cheetah, a villain who possesses 
superhuman strength and agility.

The movie opens up to a flashback scene from Diana’s childhood. Diana is in her home-
land of Themyscira, she is battling in a competition of sorts where the objective is to make it 
to the finish line while jumping or running through obstacles such as swimming miles in the 
ocean. The scene is similar to a scene in the Hunger Games during the opening of the game 
where the players must run through obstacles to get the backpack from the cornucopia. This 
scene was very well written and the action was enough to satisfy the viewer, probably one 
of the best in the Wonder Woman saga. After this scene there is a jump cut to the 1980’s, the 
decade where the rest of the film plays out.

Wonder Woman 1984 is an okay successor to the first movie; it has an excellent cast and 
a good enough storyline, though the first movie has better action and is more cohesive. The 
sequel is very slow paced; it took awhile for the movie to get to the point. More about the 
looks and set, and less about the plot, Diana has a love interest Steve, making it seem that 
she needed Steve throughout the movie even though Wonder Woman is supposed to be this 
independent woman who doesn't need a man. It's also weird how the movie is set in the 80’s 
but there is no music from the 80s in the movie. 

Overall the movie could use some improvements, but is worth the watch especially if you 
enjoyed the first Wonder Woman, or would like to watch the evolution of Cheetah who went 
from a shy woman who was insecure about her looks, to an independent villain. 

A Look Back on 
Wonder Woman 1984
By Katherine Longuil 

(left) Clues:
1) I grew up in Greece, NY.
2) I enjoy cycling as a hobby.
3) I have taught at Mercy for 17 
years.

(right) Clues:
1) After college, in one month, 
I backpacked through 9 Euro-
pean countries.
2) When I was 3, I told my 
mom I wanted to be a moun-
tain climber.
3) On my 50th birthday, I 
climbed my first Adirondack 
Mountain High Peak with my 
family.

See page 8 for Faculty Photos answers

Photo courtesy of amazon.com
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Letter from the Editor 
By Grace Kurzweil

By Mackenzie Yaddaw

Co-Editors in Chief: Grace Kurzweil and 
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Chief Writer: Julia White
Editorial Board: Lola DeAscentiis, Emma 
Raymond, Emily Richards, Olivia Storti, 
and Ally Farnand 
Writers: Katherine Longuil, Savannah 
Domenech, Izzi Sistek, Laura Kosten, and 
Isabela Mulcahy

Goodbye Mrs. Facci!
After years of devotion to her students and to Mercy, our beloved Mrs. Facci will be retiring at the end of the year. In honor of her retirement, 

she agreed to answer some questions and reflect upon her time spent here. 
From early on in high school, Mrs. Facci knew that she would pursue math as a career because she had already fallen in love with the beauty of 

mathematics and wanted to share that same passion with other students “in much the same way as a good song, a good book, or a beautiful land-
scape become better when shared.” However, it was a friend who inspired her to chase teaching with a quote about people who were simply born 
to be instructors and pass on their knowledge. This spoke to Mrs. Facci immediately, and she knew that teaching was the right path for her. While 
this reason still motivates her today, she’s added dozens more to her pockets in her years of teaching. It brings her a particular joy to work with 
students who are convinced that they can’t do math until they eventually have an “aha!” moment. When these students visit as alums, she loves 
getting to hear how they’ve used their Mercy education in the years after graduating. 

Aside from offering countless emotional connections, teaching also brought Mercy to Mrs. Facci, something she couldn’t be happier about. 
After living in a time when women had far fewer academic opportunities, she’s always felt a strong commitment to furthering the education of 
women, which Mercy allows her to do every day. Additionally, there’s an environment of collaboration that she cherishes among the faculty. To 
her, Mercy has always felt like home in a way that other schools never have, which is why she’s been here through Mercy’s various evolutions. 
During the time of four principals, Mrs. Facci has seen the school grow to accommodate new sports and fields, new clubs, a Media Center, labs, 
and a renovated gym and auditorium. In 2005, it was big news that each room had its own computer, so she finds it interesting to see that each 
student now has their own Surface. It’s because of the time that she’s spent watching Mercy change and grow that Mrs. Facci will miss it once she 
retires. 

Despite her love for Mercy, she is very much looking forward to having evenings and weekends free to go hiking, as she’s almost 85% finished 
with the 550-mile Finger Lakes Trail. She wants to spend most of her time outdoors travelling, biking, gardening, reading, and spending her indoor 
time quilting. When she’s not out adventuring, Mrs. Facci will also be visiting her small grandsons, Aiden and Finn. 

In the last weeks before she leaves, Mrs. Facci would like to remind her students that the path of life is not a straight one, but has twists and 
turns that you’re free to discover! Don’t be afraid to meet new and different people. Show love to the earth and yourself. 

Most of all, when asked what she’ll miss most, she simply remarks, “The people, the people, the wonderful people.”

The Quill staff sometimes joke about how the letter from the editor, when written by a senior, has a tendency to take a turn 
towards nostalgia—I promise, I’ll try to keep it to a minimum. Writing for The Quill for the past six years has certainly helped 
me to try my hand at writing articles on a variety of topics as well as to foster friendships with students whom I may never have 
met otherwise. Reflecting on all of the articles that I’ve written and everyone with whom I have interviewed and interacted for 
The Quill and during my years at Mercy in general, one of the most significant lessons that I’ve learned is this: it isn’t always 
about what you’re doing (though that’s certainly important). Oftentimes, the key part of any job, adventure, activity, etc. are the 
people who got you there, the passion which drove you there, and the people you meet along the way.

All Mercy students are required to take a semester of health class in their sophomore year. One day towards the end of the 
semester, our teacher surprised us with a small gift: she passed out “You Are” jars—small jars with slips of paper from several 
Mercy teachers who wrote “you are_____” with a characteristic they admire in each student or a brief note to that student. Pull-
ing each slip of paper out of the jar, gently unfolding the note, and reading each message that my teachers and parents took time 
out of their busy schedules to write brought me to tears that day in health class. It is those people who guided me on my path 
to Mercy, nurtured me in academics and outside of school, cultivated my passion for writing and history and service, and were 
the first to say, “you can do it,” “we believe in you,” or “what can I do to help?” when it was time for me to start looking to the 
future beyond Mercy. My “you are” jar has a permanent place on my desk. Though I often overlook it in my rush of schoolwork, 
every few months it serves as a reminder to me not just of who I am and the values I embrace but, even more so, it is a small 
piece of my role models and mentors whose wisdom and dedication I will treasure always. This is what I mean when I say that it 
isn’t always about what you’re doing—I certainly didn’t expect to be writing about health class in this letter—but more impor-
tantly the meaning and people behind what you’re doing and will go on to do.

Having said this, it would be remiss of me not to draw attention to Mother Mary as an example of someone who, guided by 
faith, cherished those close to her in the face of uncertainty. During the month of May, Mary is celebrated for her courage and 
faith. When visited by the angel Gabriel, Mary did not allow the time period and social norms of the century to obstruct her from 
placing her trust in God and carrying His son. Instead, Mary sought strength from those close to her: her sister Elizabeth. Not 
only did she care for her sister Elizabeth before herself, but she also recognized the importance of embracing loved ones, friends, 
role models, and mentors instead of worrying about how God’s will would be carried out. Readers: who is the Elizabeth in your 
life? Who stands by you, challenges you, encourages you, and loves you? Who brings out the best in you?

Underclasswomen sisters: I think that any senior could tell you that your energy in the hallways and your new perspectives 
in class are invigorating for us, and we look forward to seeing the rest of your journey at Mercy. I speak for the graduating class 
and Mercy alumnae when I say, underclasswomen, we hope to be the Elizabeths for you. Always remember: you are brave, you 
are strong, you are true, you are intelligent, you are sisters in the Circle of Mercy.

Answers from Faculty Photos on page 7:
(left) Mrs. Gizzi
(right) Mrs. Randazzese


